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About This Game

akda - is a simple physical puzzle. The goal of the player is to throw the ball into the basket, avoiding obstacles.
- 30 levels

- Pleasant music
- Steam achievements

Controls: R - Restart level, LMB and arrows - control
Credits: This game was created using Clickteam Fusion 2.5! Music by Erwarda Savitnaag.
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Title: akda
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Snkl Studio
Publisher:
Snkl Studio
Release Date: 27 Dec, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7,8,10

Processor: 2.0 GHz CPU Dual Core

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 20 MB available space

English
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the ♥♥♥♥♥♥ bots always pass it to other team dont bother playing this ♥♥♥♥♥♥ trash game. This game was adorable and
incredibly charming. (Quality content with this price, it's a must have!) I almost immediately grew attatched to Corrine, the kind
store owners, and the ghostly patrons of the B&B. There were so many heartfelt moments throughout the game; I may have
cried a little because it was so touching. I'm looking forward to future games that bad Chalk comes out with.. Pretty good game,
very enjoyable, can easily sink an hour or two when you have time. Once I finish mid-terms, going to sink alot more hours into
it.

Controls are nice, party structure matters, reminds me oldschool RPGs.. Was expecting a first person shooter from the screen
shots, but still a pretty alright RTS. Vodka is better than drugs. A small pack featuring a bit more of a nostalgic late-8bit to
early-16bit era feel. Definitely requires other assets, and is meant to just add a small bit of that flavor. As the title suggests, best
suited for a modern scenario.
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This is a great locomotive and extremely cheap on sale, although note that these scenarios are for Great Western Main Line (At
least as of when I am writing this it does not say that in the description).. Underrated.. ported mobile game and it shows. very
shallow game play that doesnt go anywhere. avoid unless you got 5$ to spend on a waste of time.. Amazing game, the gameplay
is superb and a dream for anyone that looks for a real tennis simulation.. \u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50. The comics are rather
short, but they explain a few things about the characters in the game. It's free, and it takes around 20 minutes to go through all
the comics, so I'd definitely recommend this one if you wanna learn more about Hotline Miami.. Absolutey theft, can't believe
I've paid \u00a311 for something which doesn't even do what it is advertised to do. How is this even legal ?? This mod tool
DOES NOT WORK AT ALL. I've spent hours trying to change ONE THING IN THE WORLD, saving it over and over again
and it DOES NOT WORK. Absolute thieves selling this tool, DO NOT PAY A PENNY TO THIS SCAMMING COMPANY.
10/10 best spaghetti mystery I've ever played
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